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CHAIBMAH LILLEY; Gentlemen, the meeting will

be in order. There are just a coaple of matters o

Commission business. Once a^ain I have to leave a

eleven a.au

(DiscmssIon off the record.)

Whe rmpon,

MWOKD F. MALE

called as a witness*flrs£ duly sworn* t e s t i f i e d a® follows:

DIBICT EXMIIHiUPlOK

By Mr. Jaffa:

Q Commissioner* could you please t e l l us your present

position?

A I am serving as Commissioner of Labor Gm$ Industry

for the State of Hew Jersey.

Q And bow long have you been in tha t posit ion?

A Elgbt years .

Q Could you t e l l us what the general r#gponsiteli i t ie

of the department are that you have?

A I t generally involves three o r feur major areas

20 that gets involved with the manpower function of th© s t a t e

through the B&ployment Service which i t operates21

22

23

24

25

partnership with the Federal Government. It gets involved

with social insurance programs sueh as tmcaeplojuient insuranc^,

temporary disability insurance, voxfemen's compensation^ and

for the federal government i t acts on disability determinations





for social security Then it gets involved in certain law

enforcement standards, setting up operations, engineering

and safety being an important one; migratory farm labor and

high-pressure vessels in a separate section, and a whole

host of bits and pieces of legislation involving standards

for both workers and employers.

Then we get involved in an important area of activity

related to serving the state's interest in the industrial

development side, although that is not our prime function.

We handle a lot of statistics by employers and universities

and otheis related to the work force in New Jersey

So it is in general the department that serves both

employers and workers in a broad way throughout the state»

The work force covers about 2,700,000 men and women.

Q In the later area you Just pointed out, the

industrial service area, could you describe that a little

bit more in detail as to the relationship between that and

the kinds of employment that practices?

A There are some wh© over the years have raised an

eyebrow at a state having a Department of Labor and Industry

There are some that think this is kind of a paradox and

something that should not be* I think it is the trend. As

a matter of fact, something similar was proposed for the

federal govermnent which did not get fully off the ground,

but I will predict it will in a few years. I see nothing





inconsistent in the two primarily because in order to have a

fully utilized work force, you have got to have the jobs.

The ewuation is not a simple one to match, but one that has

to be matched.

So in the course of some of our work when the legislatur|e

has given such assignments as improving industrial plants

for expansion and new building^ this gives us a foot in the

door of knowing well in advance when architects and industrial

developers think about Mew Jersey5 and we use that in order

to provide for them some insight into the services available

and the manpower available in New Jersey* So the two wash

each other.

Q Does the department in that area perform sort of

on active or passive role? Is it one in which you would

try to match industries with specific areas or what?

A It is an active role? bearing in mind that the

statefs primary function in economic development is placed

in another agency^ th© Department of Conservation and

Economic Development, but Bob BD@ &n& I work very closely

together in this and are often In joint meetings with

industry on these things* I think we are active in another

sense9 active in the sense that at least during the eight

years I have baen there the stress has been to do law

enforcement things., the negatives that were put into our

law* in a positive way> not to water down standards but to
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make them livable so industry realizes they are in their

best interests<> too- Safety is certainly one of these areas

Q What I am interested in is: Does the department,

for example5 if an Industry is interested in locating in

Kew Jersey and is in communication with your agency as to

the employment picture in Hew Jersey and what other aspects

New Jersey has to offer* aid in steering the industry to

specific areas? For example^ do you have kind of a program

or do you think it is feasible to have a program of

industrial development in ghetto areas in which you could

steer industry?

A lot in a formal sense* but there is a great deal of

steering., as you put it5 based on the manpower requirements

of any employer that is looking either to expand or to come

into Hew Jersey for the first time. Obviously the location

will depend on the prime needs. I have found over the years

in working with it that manpower becomes a pretty critical

one* much more often than tax policy or location^ all of

which in Mew Jersey is effective* transportation most of all

in New Jersey being effective.

MR, LEUCHTERs May I expand on that question?

CoDSnissioner., the new plants that have been

constructed in Hew Jersey, say* in the last eight

years during your tenure^ would you say the majorit

of them have been constructed in other than
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metropolitan or core areas?

THE WITNESS: That is absolutely, true. The

trend has been that way partly because of

technological changes in industry itself where the

old vertical still downtown factory-type thing has

been economically unfeasible for than. This led

than to the campus-type single-story development

which required large numbers of acres.

I am sure this is no news to this group, but

it is a fact of life which all industrial developers

hm"ve had to wrest with. It did mean even though

there is great industrial and business growth,,

much of it has been outside the easy commuting

reach of either the large groups that were

unemployed or underemployed or low income or no

income people living in what could be described as

the ghetto areas of our cities. Maybe before we

are through^we can talk about some ways to shift

this3 but I have always felt that both our agency

and employers generally ±n the private sphere have

gpne at it kind of backwards in terms of solving^

this problem in the sense that we have always

tried to send the best qualified,, and employers

have always tried to get the best identified^ the

best trained* the highest skilled. This has
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always left the leftover,, the one who did not have

the educational breaks or the experience breaks

with less than a delightful Job future.

I think it is in this area we have begun to

see some changes. Even in my own agency I think

the Employment Service has always been credited

not only in lew Jersey but across the country for

having the images if you will, of trying to foist

upon employers people of less than the top drawer

skill. This bothered the Employment Service people

for a lot of yea,r&3 but 1 always thought they were

on the leading edge of what would be the great

opportunity for service in the future years, and I

think we have come around to that. I think

industry itself will come around to realizing in

its Job placement or industrial development scheme

it has a social responsibility to look back into

some of these areas. IShen it does,, I think it is

IP ing to find a very rich manpower source. This i

in spite of what I just said about lack of

educational experience and opportunity. This is

not a group without a great deal of potential*

By Mr. Jaffe%

Q Commissioner% to pursue this further, do you have

views on how industry can be attracted to the central
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city?

A Well5 I have some that are not related to my role

as Couunissioner of Labor and Industry As a citizen I have

some strong views.

Q We would be interested in both of those, your

views as a citizen Mid your views as to what you think the

department or the state government can generally do in

attracting industry to the central city*

A I think you would have to look at it as just not

state governments I think government at all levels would

be part of the equation^ as well as industry and business

itself. There is something in this for everybody to change

thinking on* I would think this in terms of the local

level in terms of zoniixg3 in terms of a tax policy^ but

even there you wouM soon get involved with constitutional

and statutory blocks at the state level even if the most

enlightened mayor and council tried -~

MBL MEHHER: You Bust remember he was mayor

of Princeton*

THE WIXNESS:. Rot exactly an industrial giant

but we had much the sw&e problem. Princeton,» Hew

Jersey has its owi ghetto in a small scale in the

midst of a very affluent suburban community. It

has left out of its consideration &n educational

policy by and large, mid an employment policy, if
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j though i t i s hard to find a policy in a loose

sense like that*

CHAIEMM LILIMYi I have heard Princeton

described as a golden ghetto. Is there anything to

that?

H2TBESS: I think i t has al l the problems

or Detroit or any other -American city5

i t has them roughly in the same proportion^ and

I saw them at first hand when I was mayor of

Princeton and 1 s t i l l feel them deeply* I do not

think this is a problem of Just the great ci t ies,

great in size; I think i t is a problem of al l our

communities* 1 have long felt in Mew Jersey the

slams of the future would be in suburbia and not

nece&ftariXy in the renaissance ci t ies .

I think what we are doing now, focusing our

interest oa the city, is healthy, important and

needed* but i t would not lead the Ooaaaission to

overlook; the fact that this is a total Hew Jersey

By Mr. Jaffe:

Q Gould p u ê qp&ncl on what you think as a citizen and

the department's thinking the role should be in Bew Jersey?

A fhere ar€ several ways you can §o about this .

Ibig may sound funny eomiag from a Labor and Industry
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Commissioner and manpower guy I think our role is

secondary to another role and many other important roles,

plural. That would be educations which is why I hoped

Commissioner Marburger would be here this morning.

Q He is going to be here next week.

A I would see the kinds of educational systems or

plains 01 pz&grams that we developed as being crucial to

what kind of industrial changes you can make in the city

areas. That would b© in A-HQ. 1, if not number one* I

mentioned tax policy, and I guess I should say land use and

zoning policy* because if you are to provide the kind of

to

i t is not -0o essential to put al l the Jobs in the

of the city area if we solve the riddle of convenient

and inexpensive transportation for the people who .haven't

had that solved for th@nu

If you look at the suburban growth* for ex-ample* in

Wayne Township and other areas of New Jersey since ferld War

II you find that aluo&t one tamdred percent of the -employees

in those places drive to work, TO*e rest happen to be in

convenient public bus or train locations but that has been

an accident with some steering from the companies who

obviously are interested in providing service. But for thos

who didn't have readily available automobile transportation
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or for whom the cost of a long commute would eat into bare

subsistence at the levels for which they could qualify

earning-wise* this becomes an impossibility

You just shorten the effective radius in which they

can look for work. This is not to say the city people are

not mobile. I didnft nail that one down* 1 read so much

about the lack of mobility of prople not being willing,,

but we have made commuter pmttern studies in recent years

in lew Jersey* and i t is amazing the extent to which people

do commute. It In always amazing to find where they move

physically across county and state lines*

CHiLIBL&B LILLEYs Is there any outward

movement?

THE WTBIlSSs There is an outward commuting

helped to push i t perhaps in the period 19^5 to

1952 myself whan I was personnel director for the

State Institutions and Agencies9 and when

Ctosg&lssloner MeCorkle is here later today he can

deserlbe to you the out-coiomutjtog from Hew York5

and Pu&lie Service hu& transportation has been

worked out to the front door of the State Hospital

at Graystone Park3 which i s 42 miles from the

central part of the city.

There are manjs many negro employees &n& ©the
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who conamute-

CHAIBMAN LILLEY: Gould you put a rough figur

on i t?

THE fflEHSSS: I would ask Commissioner McCorkle

to do i t . My figure would he as of March 15, 195;:

when I le f t ,

MR, HEINE! s I think the other mobility, an

il lustrat ion of mobility is the number of people

that come to Mew York to work in Hew Jersey every

morning aad the traffic that is generated in those

tunnels,

THE WE30ESS: I think i t important for

Jerseymen to realise that the numbers of into-New

Jersey cosmuters are rapidly approaching the out-el

lew Jersey eosa&ute rs« The last time Gosomissioner

Bright Palmer looked at this I think there were

125,000 going into Hew Yfark and 75*000 coming out

of Hew Ifcrk, The into-New Iferk line was tending tc

pl&tg&u or MO <3o wizard« and the out-of-Hew York

line umm tending to m upwmM* The only thing

that te&B slowed the upward steepcf out-of-Hew York

Sjato Hew Jersey has been the fact that they soon

deeided to eome aa€ live here* That stops the

pattern.

But this i s t rue: that there is a kind of
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mobility. It is also true that there is much less

of that in the areas under special concern of this

Commission, and I think the fact that that is true

means we have got to take a hard look at that to

see how we can make them as mobile as the others

h&Te become mobile• In fact, the proof of their

mobility Is to check on the original point of call

MB, MEYHER: I think there is another

illustrations that you find great difficulty in

getting people to use public transportation.

Several divisions of Siglehard were moved down to

Corteretj and they tried to set up a bus service

and it w:©nft used. So generally people want to

go in their own cars.

TEE WimESSs Me have had a number of employe:

report that experience o£ actually chartering a

GB&vggilently scheduled, bus service which was still

not used* Timt is aside from what we started out

but it is part of this changing ingredient.

o m failing Is that the Unds of jobs that

row in the city will not be the

factory production t^pe jobs. This may sound eras

"but I am almost of the view that the quicker they

are out of the eity5 the better off we will be

partly because they are increasingly susceptible
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to the machine for processing so the number of jobi

of the lesser skill declines^ and what you are lef

with is the management3 supervisory and other type;

which can be provided in even larger numbers in

the kind of commercial sense, in educational and

service facili t ies that a modern city should

So to the extent we are going to nee^ and wil

want variously increased production of goods as

distinct from services., I would not want to leave

the impression that I am for reversing that trend

of getting them out to the suburbs•

By Mr, Jaffei

Q That question was the question I was going to ask^

do you think it is realistic ~~

LILLKYs Mr. Gibbons has a question,

L

lour comamit about land use in

the city interests me* Doesn't that^ when you

begin i t with this mobility a factor to suburban

industrial locations^ point to some approach other

than multi-dwelling public housing for housing

present ghettos?

THE WITNESS: I think so* This is again

foreign to the direct concern of the Commissioner
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of Labor and Indus try 5 but I am sure the Commies tc

by now has realized the interrelated nature of all

of this job — housing* education --•

MB* 0IBBOMS: Certainly housing and employmen

THE WITHESSs It would certainly be easier —

five times I have driven across these United State:

and b&ek with my family* and I am always impressed

by the way in which you approach New Jersey* You

find this aqueezing more and more people into less

and less apace, I think ultimately the country wi!

realize there is a better way to redistribute*

This is not to say I want to tear down Hew Jersey's

growth* but I think there must ultimately come a

limit* I do not think the state has fifty or one

hundred million people in it* The question of what

you do about housing and jobs is too important to

look into the future of these curves*

When I was speaking of zoning and land use*

I was thinking particularly of this, and Plainfiele

is an interest of this Cowaission. I know the

instant of the departure of the Mack Truck Company

txom Plalnfleldj Hew Jersey was caused by an

impossibility of closing out a public street which

separated two major parts of what could have been

a single story effective operation albeit an older
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MB, GIBBONS: Is anybody that you know of in

studying the kind of legislation that

would fee needed to achieve a more regional approach

to

5HE WXQnBBS* Commissioner Paul Ylvisaker of

tim txmi BeiMuMtae&t of Comumity Affairs5 from al l

I have h&mi stole to learn from him and from vfhat

he has been writing imd saying* Is tremendously

with the regional planning concept for

Jersey with these problems in min4.

B2BBQF CDUaHEOTYs Has that been coordinated

with the Second Begion&l Flan which is a large

t 1 do not

"i Going roughly from Sew

6mm to 'fraa'ton* Zhey towc talted about

Vhftt impresses ma is the

of this whole thing. Mew

Jersey regional ple&ning «>BM be related to the

&@oon«i B#gi0nml Plan* which i s much larger in scope

and i t M>U14 &069& to UB to f i t into that*

THI tfXXKESS; I am interested in planning^ but

I think in defenaa of some of my other notions I
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would like to say I consider this secondary in

terns of overall solution to some other prejudices

of mine. I come here today having thought a great

deal about the p^oblam of the Conmission and the

problem that b^^mght i t into being. At the time

of t te txmmhlmM in Kewark miA Plainfield I kept

myself tb@ questtoa with respect to me

own agency* Are we part of the

I confess in my nost eaadid Judgment

I think we have been part of the problem. I ©ay

that to show partially that 1 think we hmve been

Ic^lcing for global-type solution© in which 1 would

put plmmi&g even on a regional basis as kind of a

global oistiiictioB from ^hat 1 find over the years

of up and dowi feill* particularly thege last eight

years to tfee vmrj difficult ap^t* I have discov-

ered t&fet the mxly s^ltttion that satisfies me v-jlth

to ttm iwaople we are tmliting about is gping

letely retail on a one by

At first that may stun some as being

impossible 0f attadtaM&t, but in approaching the

problem om a retail basis 1 find i t is much easier

ma attainment. It is fctod of a tragic fact of

Xltn that tverytfiiag I have ever done that I felt
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was worthwhile in public service* which is now

nearly a quarter of a century that I have been

mailing mistakes while doing i t or at least being

clubbed or criticised or nearly fired for doing i t

Some of those things happened right here within

th© €ity of Mmwrnrk in the last eight years.

It ia out of that experience I say %hat I do

vlth respect to this* not tafeing away from the

pl&mtog concept 5 but to focus from the established

point of my personal interest at this point * ®a&

that of the agency,, and what vie can do to make the

Individual person, particularly the younger ones*

which are my favorite targets> able to cope with

the problems we are talking about that they can in

Mhat da p>u mean by retail?

THE V2XK1S3S I memi not expecting you to

policy or mninyg or lend ase or

3̂*t€Ki0 ox m®&pw®¥ services or

^ but to came up with some met package of

kind of push buttom ordinary eolation. By retail

I mean to taĴ e mi to^ividual kid or man or woman

mid take care of the b&sie deficiencies* and I us«

that woitl constructively no*, basic deficiencies
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that have prevented him or her from competing as effectively

as the rest of us (to in lew Jersey's system or in the whole

country's system*

KB, METKEEs B© we have the resources for that?

I remember representing when in the navy a chap

who got Into tremble for stealing somebody's elseDs

wallet, and they sent hlai to a psychiatrist and the

psychiatrist said* *I could do something for this

fallow* btit I can only take care of ten patients

a year of this type.11 Is this the retail approach?

THE WITNESS: Let's back up from that. That

was the view I held some years ago when I thought

you never get anywhere one and tw> at a time. So

1 would like to speak to two parts of your

questions, Governor* One is whether you would

ever reaeh the end of the line.

1 think to dealing retail you focus In., f irst

of ail* more specifically cm what i t is that may be

in large nuabem later can be done* It is the old

Brandeis theory which said at that time states are

l i t t l e laboratories with good or bad experlxnentatio

Once you find an answer^ you apply i t nationally.

I think we are going to have to do the same

thing with people living in these ghetto areas.

I*et me give you two specific experiences
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In 1962 the then Secretary of Labor of the

United States, Arthur Goldberg, came to Newark

and offered us in effect a small but a blank check

to try to answer an important question related to

your work. He wanted to know how many young

people between sixteen and twenty-one years of age

were both out of school and out of work. One of

the great problems in the country,,as well as in

Newark, is we don't have really sound data, facts

about the work force, about the people in the

country- It was his thought that if we could pick

two cities, St. Louis and Newark, and we would

actually establish a service open only to young

people between sixteen and twenty-one and where we

deal only with those who had been out of school

and out of work for at least six months — we

started at least for a year but we decided we

needed to catch them earlier than that. Nobody

knew how many there might be. 1 had guessed

5,000, and the Bureau of labor Statistics in

Washington thought that was an overestimate by

twice. It turned out we registered at the Youth

Career Development Center, as we gave it a fancy

name, over 10,000 young boys and girls who were

neither working nor in school, To me this was a
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painful experience*, We want about three years and

maybe not enough money* though I don't think

naoney is the answer to this riddle we are faced

with* we spent a lot of time with a good and

dedicated staff,

Tfou remember Simeon Wallace who worked on my

staff, now in education here in the City of Newark J

he helped at operation and we had real

communication with these kida* We had a l l the

things we talked about needing.

Ww& X said I considered us part of the

psobles rather than the solution* in retrospect I

believe mmny of those 10*000 aroungster© who had

the doors of opportunity opened to them* at least

timy got a glimmer thK>ugh counseling and advising

and inspiration and nsotivatiom of what could be

if they would Just kelp* We were pushing* trying

to get a high school equivalency certificate and

pzogxm suefe as tl»t* -not knowing at the time New

Jersey *Du24&>t le t you do that until you were

twenty-one years of age.

BJSfiD? TAH0B: As you look back over it*

what would you propose now for those 10*000 young

people?

THE WH3J1SS; Knowing what I know now about
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just in government because i t makes me nervous to

read that igovernment should be at al l levels 9

3 government in quotes, being the employer of last

resort« I think the people who are saying that

shouldn't really mean i t . 1 think a l l of us*

whether in private business or industry or

QpVGXtmMit, research institutions or education or

the church, have gat to rethink our employment

pimettce, not just In & ®mwe to take anybody, not

that complete 180 degree flop from trying to get

best and writing Job spec© up here when you

most of the people are doim here (indicating).

Ibtt Mlced imw long I have heen in this Job,

It has been eight years this week and if the guy

who appointed me had looked at my imion credentials

or my industrial experience^ he would have never

appointed me to the poftit&m. He may be sorry

hmu been twice jreconflned by his successo

But the fact ia if they ^>uld took at what in

rehabilitation tfeay call the whole man or the whole

women, the wbole youngster, and see what we can do

with tto&t to provide a viable learning aseperience

instead of throwing i t out of the plant because

they can't pass a test or because they do not bathe
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Labor and Industry a thing called the Rehabilitate

Commission. It represents health, education and

welfare through Bistitutions and Agencies, private

employers, lafeor unionss the general public, labor

and industry* and i t s regular mission in l i fe ,

uming stow seventy-five percent federal isoney and

twenty*flve percmtt state funds, is to take the

physically disabled Mid in recent years the

emotionally disturbed and others with problems

that ^ould not be narrowly construed a© physical

but paying whatever I t takes, and' i t often takes

atany thousands of dollar© to rehabilitate that

person, wn& to get him into gainful employment 9

I think that kind of rehabilitation concept applied

to people we are talking about 1B this h&rci core

unemployed group in what is need.ed5 mnd jet there

is nothing in that rehabilitation l«w which counts

tfamm as !^a€ieapp.^ within the tezt&s of reference

of wfeat we haY© emplm ptfbllc f\mds to do something

with* Maybe ttmt is a suggestion for federal

legislati0n. It would have to he federal before

i t could be state, unless they would allow us —

and the way I uoald prefer to do i t — to again

make Sew Jersey a guinea pig or pilot and try

the ecmcept of vocational rehabilitation to the

n
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individual who is not absent an arm or not in the

normal or psychiatric or psychological sense

handicapped, in that sense working retail, the

money is available> no in futuro business* I think

it -would produce business.

CHAIMAK LILLEY: Mr. Leuchter.

MB. LEUCHTER: Back In I96I and 1962 during

the Kennedy admisistration the Area Redevelopment

Administration was fomed, and there were

supposedly a funding for occupational training

programs to be set up with government financing*

with the state playing a role in area groups

within these so called employment backward areas

or underemployment areas of the state to work in

theory* I would think * with the non- handicapped

person* the untrained* unskilled whom you are

talking about• What was your assessment of that

effort during those years? Was it too narrow? Was

it too broad? What were its strengths or weaknesse

THE WITNESS: Part of the fracturing up with

all its advantages* and It had a couple of

glorious successes under the old system* it still

represented fractures• The City of le^ark took

years to get the data restructured so you could

qualify in an area that included so much high
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employment; that it kept pulling the problem areas

down. So it was wholesale rather than retail in

eligibility.

MB. LEaJCHCER: ttas Newark an A M underemployed

area or not?

THE WITKESS: So, because the Newark labor

market area, and here is another one of our

problem© where we are dealing with constructions

of areas on a data basis -- for too long Kewark

was kept in the same bin with the Newark areas,

which meant that the high employment and low

employment areas contiguous to here brought the

percentage below the federal requirement*

MR. LEUCHTER: Specifically the community

which needed this the most was ineligible for

this because it was limped together with the

suburban area that had high employment?

TKE WITNESS: Let me add a footnote to that

because you are seeing another reason why 1 come

to the retail versus wholesale concept. ABA*s

eligibility was applied in that sense wholesale

to a coBimunity that was eligible. It should have

he^n applied retail to individuals who were eligiblja

If you have a family of four or five kids and you

are unemployed for three years* you donft like to
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read s t a t i s t i c s that unless six percent of your

community i s unemployed for two years you are not

in trouble.

There i s another case where individual

treatment was needed. Certainly in your part of

the state *?e had our most glorious successes in

AEA. We took fomer migratory farm Korkers of

l i t t l e or no education and no job ski l l and put

through a kind of pioneering training program

involving t ractor training. It was more than

t rac tors , but i t was farm implements, how to

run and repair them. Every graduate of that

original course became full time employed year

'round by Kew Jersey famers because they had a

sk i l l to offer even when the harvest season was

over.

So i t i s that kind of thing that has been

te r r ib ly useful, and I can give you a hundred

examples of that It is always kind of late we

come to t h i s . The thing in Newark v?ith the kids,

we are s t i l l working with kids. We have got a

youth center, no**' called the Human Resources

Development Center — Washington has changed the

labels a b i t , but do^n at 1004 Broad Street you

would see there, I think, en outstanding example
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of trying to thread the available services. There

a person can learn about opportunities, not only

jobs available, but all the training available,

the Peace Corps, the selective Service opportunity,

any kind of future training or job potential being

listed.

There again we come back to the job equation.

I was in that office just a few Mondays ago, and

they had then 1500 young men and women who had

been tested and counselled and gotten ready in

every sense for some kind of job training

preparatory to employment The day I was there

all the available training slots, places to put

people, as distinct from their money available,

^hich was available in abundance, numbered only

seventeen. It would vary from day to day from

seventeen upwards to one hundred, but at any

given time «

MR. aiBBQMS; What are these slots?

TEE WITHESS: The slots that were available

that day were in what I think is one of the finest

training centers in the country, right here at

Broadway and Newark at the Multl Skill Center

That is kind of a retail operation. It is not

big enough, but it is doing in the numbers that it
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can handle the Hind of job that I think is

necessary. There the unqualified or unde

person can get anything from reading and writing

&n& simple cash register-gas station arithmetic al]

the way up to job skills in electronics, working

around computers * automated wall scrubbing.

MR. MEYNER: Who runs that?

THE WITNESS s That is jointly sponsored by

the Department of Labor and Industry and the

Department of Education. The actual management

is in the Vocational Education Division of the

Department of Education. I think it is a showplacc

It is the old condemned% abondoned State Teachers

College in Newark* and it has also been

rehabilitated in the course of setting it up for

this purpose.

MR. MET2NER: I have always felt that the

vocational schools generally have, you know,

relied on the very old skills — pastry making or

cooking or a bit of plumbing or something of that

sort. I know in my connection with some Industry

I had some contact with some of these vocational

school people, and it was amazing to me hovi little

knowledge they had of the modem day world and

the needs of the modern day workd3 what, i
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anything, is being done to bring about a better

liaison between that group.

THE WITHESS: I cannot agree and violently

disagree because I feel the same kind of impatienc

with the thing. It Is true that in many places

across the country, if you Icoi at the vocational

school plants and schools, you will find they were

in old buildings declared unfit for teaching

academic subjects,, and into that went some

twentieth century machinery to teach industrial

processes long abandoned. When the product of

the training is brought to an enlightened industry,

they say, 'Forget everything you have learned; we

will start and teach you.!l There is that side, but

there is also a much more helpful side.

If you go again to South Jersey, the Salem

Vocational and Technical School on a county basis

^as given a country club by DuPont. I thro*? that

in because I think industry has been part of the

spark wherever you have seen some innovation. They

gave their country club over to the beginning of a

real live thing. Xhf industries in that area,

electronics and ethers* have provided the most

modern tools there are,, often more modern than

what is in the same plant. The teaching is being
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done by the retired person, maybe too early

retired from industry, experts in all those fields

So that is the trend Let me put a caution

on that. Some of the good stuff — and where the

is good plant, for example, Bergen County, there i

some good, technical education plant and program,

but the complaint in a town like Engiewood, for

example, from the Urban League directors, and I

met with them over the years to try work on some

of those ~- long ago he was complaining up there

that because the school was so good it had also

raised its standards so high that it was screening

out the very young men and women we are talking

about here today. There again the education

compels us to change our concept of always writing

the prescription for what we are going to work

with way up here (indicating) and then screening

out the ones down here. If you look at the retail

en69 whether It is possible in your question, the

numbers get to be very small. As a matter of fact

at the time of the disturbances this summer

un^aployment was &E low or lower than it had been

in many periods in the past ten or fifteen years

in the state.

In other words, if employment was the key
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to riote, then the wrong time was picked this

summer for rioting, I don't say that to defend

against the charge if we had found everybody a

job there would be no riots. It is not that simp]

but the tact is that the so called — and I hate

use this kind of label, so you will understand i t

— hard core of unemployed, the long-term jobless

or those who are in or out four, five, ten times a

year of jobs that last a week or a couple at very

low, less than subsistence wages, that number is

rather small for us; but i t is that number that we

are not reaching.

Most of our programs are geared to this other

kind of thing in relation to your suggestion that

vocational education should l i f t i ts sights. As i t

l i f ts i ts sights, i t gets them higher than can be

reached at the moment by these kids. I mentioned

soEie of our failures. The failure of the youth

career was one. The second failure that s t i l l

bothers me was the shortlived experimental project

called Belleplain. 1 am sure that word to those

from South Jersey will recall memories. We took,

1 took, since I personally selected the seventeen

boys from the very area in Newark that was the

problem area — we took seventeen boys, fifteen
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negroes, to a state park at Belleplain state forest

in Cape May. They were only there for a few

glorious weeks, but in those weeks before I got

that program turned off rather unceremoniously we

proved to my satisfaction that you could take the

least of these, not talking about the high academic

standing, the toughest ones, and we proved with

imaginative teaching we could bridge this gap

between the fellow who was reading at the third,

fourth and fifth grade level, what he needed in

order to train for a Job to grease a car, we

proved that could be a matter of ten or twelve

weeks, not six or seven years or three years.

We also proved that kids that had been

nothing but troublemakers could, when given

intensive supervision and direction and some

discipline, some of it even for the first time in

their lives, could produce, not a year fro© now

but instantly. If you see Coismis&ioner Boe, you

ask him about that because they were pulling

poison ivy out of the beaches and building picnic

tables. Don!t tell the trade unions this because

we might have another problem that we haven't

discussed yet

They were paying their way because the
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twenty-five cents public fee charges for some of

their facilities have long since paid the peanuts

of what those kids charged

I met boys down there and worked with them

that no employer, however progressive or non-

progressive > would have considered giving a job to

I would not have hired them myself for the least

skilled Job in the Department of Labor and Industry

But within a few weeks they were highly employable*

We tried one things and one of the failures I

might mention here because it gives me some clues

am to why I feel the way I did about retail — everj

two weeks we thought it would be a terrible thing

not to have theia @o home and keep up the family

ties with their ©other and father* although there

was no father either present or ever, Everytime

we would send thesi home by bus from Belleplain

we found that they came back distraught* eiaotional

upset and incapable of the kind of productive work

they had done before. So it occurred to us we

might meet with the parents and talk to them about

this problem* find out what was happening to them

over the weekend•

That night we learned from a mother of one of

the boys that n¥hat you all are trying to do is
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help our boys and i t is very Important, but if you

really want to help them, don't send them home

because that is where the trouble is. '1 I remember

that as if i t were yesterday because i t is so true.

Ve cannot separate these younger ones from the

kinds of dilemmas they find themselves in in the

non-working hours. I think this has been the

problem.

1 have been in the Newark schools working

with the teachers there trying to spoon in a l i t t l e

vocational counselling- I went to the west Bide

years ago and talked to the kids like a Dutch uncl

and s&id, I?A lot of you are dropping out to take a

job- What I want to te l l you about that is when

you drop out you can't get a Job, or if you get i t ,

i t will last two weeks and then you will be sacked.

In the course of getting to know them I found

out that kind of information gap, the mythology

we had built up over the years of what needs to

be done to help these people into successful

adjustment to the work force, I think Borne of our

answers would have been woefully wrong.

The kids such as I was working,with, nearly

half had not been born in New Jersey. Their

educational deficiency could not be ?aid at the
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doorstep of our educational system. In the case o

this boy whose mother I quoted, this had been a

Virginia school system, a rural school, separate

but obviously not so equal. Only two or three

years at that* The boy felt that when an uncle

urged them to come to Newark because he had a job

with the Post Office here it was an opportunity,

and the kid felt that yes, it was better The

mother felt that yes, it was better. But ©till

by the standards of what we are living by it was

not good enough.

MR, MEYNEB: Someone made the suggestion the

other day since we get all these fine negroes in

the Bast Office let's take them out of there and

make the Post Office take on some of these less

qualified.

THE WITNESS: That may be said kind of half

in jest, but I have seen a number of areas where

the relatively unemployable, without regard to

race now or any other qualifications because this

is not limited in this country to negroes, have

been given a chance by an employer that is willing

to invest money he cannot immediately get back.

One of those employers, believe it or not, is

Secretary of Defense McKamara. Based on my
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personal observations of what is obviously a pretty

tragic way to do this, observation of some minority

employment and disadvantaged youth of all races,

employment by Mr. McKasiara as a group which 1 saw

at first hand at Vietnam, 1 would have to say

that this military establishment, which makes me

nervous, is probably doing one of the finest jobs

of education &a<i character development and job

training of anything I have seen, including even

much more expensive facilities than in normal life.

I flew across the Pacific in the spring with

a negro boy from Montgomery, Alabama, ami what a

proud guy he was. He had reenlisted in Vietnam

for the third six~s*onth stint. One was all he had

to do. He had already, in addition to being there,

gotten his Aimed Forces, USAPFE school certificate

which he carried with him wherever he went. He was

staying in the military long enough to get his

GI credits and said he didnH know whether he could

get into college, but he knew he could get into a

technical or some kind of training school to earn

a living. He is trying to persuade his younger

brothers to follow M s route.

To me that is kind of a tragic route to take,

but I think again on a retail basis* along with the
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1 itast Office and others — you can see the Bost

2 Office has not made a profit on this It is a de~

3 ficit operation. I think the deficit should be sh4rec

4 by all — the employers and the public — and we

5 are not doing that. I think we could get to that

6 on a tax basis.

7 One of the things you might question Lloyd

8 McCorkle today -~ he and I are absolutely on the

9 same wave length on this — we have too many

10 problems in New Jersey and far too many in Newark

n where a breadwinner will take home less if he works

12 full time under all the federal and state laws and

13 under the going wage practices in Hew Jersey and in

14 the country than if he is a full time client of my

15 colleague on public assistance because in the one

16 case Lloyd McCorkle's budgets are built on subsistence

17 and they include shelter and food and transportation

18 and medical and dental care and clothing and the

19 rest. But a Job does not. S D U may not want to

20 get into that area, but this is another tremendous

area which spills over into a question of: Are som<

of these people who have been long unemployed

motivated to go to work? I believe they were, I

believe they can be again* but I suspect a lot of

our system, again getting back to the money
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question — we are paying the money anyway. This

is maybe a suggestion that would be laughable

in your eyes, but I have often thought it might be

far better instead of having Lloyd McCorkle give

individual subventions to individuals who at the

isoisent are unable to earn enough in the Job so

that they can in effect sit it out or must sit it

out. I would rather give that Bioney to industry

or to a small business and put it through the

payroll department because 1 think in the short

as well as the long run more would be gained from

it. That is not an overnight possibility. I

realize all the torturous routes.

MB* ME2HSR: Arenft you really talking for the

minimum aimual stipend for everybody based on

husband> wife, children?

THE WITH2SSS: I have read the proposals, but

I am not an authority on the©. I think the

reason the Freedmans of Chicago sad the others

are groping for some kind of a minimum that would

provide for subsistence is their reaction to seeing

this is not being done now except through the

stigma-producing public assistance system. The

reason I donft immediately say yes to your notion

or their notion of this is 1 am enough of an old-
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fashioned character to believe there is this very

Important work equation, and whether I am

Commissioner of Labor end Industry or not, I

cannot get over the fact you would be missing

something terribly important if we could all sit

back and get the check and did not have the

opportunity — I will not say the necessity — to

produce.

I think that 1 could even speak for at least

there are cases where 1 have worked retail with

hundreds of the people in these ghetto areas that

I sense among them the greatest opposition to any

kind of guaranteed income plan as distinct from

the economists of the country who think it is a

great idea.

MR. MElOfEB: What is their argument?

THE WITKESSs They Just feel they want a

chance to earn their way. There are exceptions

to that as there are in all groups, but by and

large the men and women, and especially the

youngsters withtfsom I deal, do not want somebody

writing them an IBM check so they don't have to

produce.

MB. LEUCBIEB: It occurs to me this is one

of the most important subjects this Commission can
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get into. Right now we have something like an

either/or situation which you are alluding to

where the benefits of various types of public

assistance are greater than what the person can

earn in private enterprise, lower than a subsistenc|e

level. We have a generalized condition in which

the person at this level we are talking about must

make a choice — either get this much by doing

nothing or receiving public assistance or lose i t

if you go to work.

Isn't there some kind of happy ground where

the incentive can be given to public assistance

and various welfare channels where the person will

not be penalized in attempting to obtain employment

or training?

TBE wrENESSs Ifcu have got about four

questions there. I hope I can work backwards.

Number one, yes to the last part, I t is

perfectly possible and i t is now vmrj difficult

to administer* You can work full time, and many

do get a public assistance supplement to their

full-time earnings. The big problem with that i s ,

to begin with, the subtractions from the public

assistance budget at the ini t ial point of going to

work is one problem. There is no incentive built
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in. They ought to be allowed to go way beyond

subsiBtence if they are willing and able to work.

There ought to be, not a quid pro quo or dollar

for dollar.

Humber two, if in the best of motivated heads

of households the guy or gal is out working while

being supplemented by public assistance and that

Job stops, and it often does because they are in

these high turnover Jobs, not through their own

defect, but there are certain kinds of Hew Jersey

Industry that are seasonal, the minute that stops

it takes so long to get back on that full

subsistence level that after they have been

through that two ortfaree times they realized it

would be far better not to take this low-paying

Job that risks their kids eating properly three

months from now. That could be solved easily.

This gets me back to Governor Meyner's point.

We are so worried about blame or fault. I think

we should tell welfare directors we expect a

certain amount of error and labor complications.

Instead we expect perfection. So they build in

their system the kind of straight Jacket that

destroys incentive.

I did not mean to leave the impression, which
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I got from the way you restated my comment, that

the benefit levels may be too high.

MR. LEUCHTER: Uo, I did not imply that*

THE WITHES3: Instead of saying the benefit

is this high (indicating) and the wage is here,

you should say where the subsistence needs are.

MB. UWCHTIB: Let's call a spade a spade.

We all in this room have heard this great — I

don't know whether it is a myth, but it is not

presented as a myth; it is presented as a reality

— that there is a great mass of leaches in society

who don't work, or never want to work, who want

to live on welfare all their lives, and it is

generally applied in middle class and upper class

white society to the negro primarily.

THE WITNESS: Letfs nail that right now. I

think I am qualified as anybody because of my last

twenty-five years with the kinds of Jobs I have had

including the seventeen years I worked night and

as a personnel nan trying to staff up hospitals,

prisons and reformatories in Sew Jersey, which are

not the highest-paying jobs, a twelve-hour day,

six days a week paying about $50 a month then,

you know, and relate that to life and you will see

if people wanted to be leaches. Me were able to
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get, train and motivate people to do that. From

that on through to my present day experience I

would say there is no large number of this leach

type. There is this factor, and I am sure you are

aware of it and this would happen to me and

probably to you. 1 know if I were told for the

next thirty, sixty or ninety days I absolutely

could not work, I think by the end of that period

I might not be able to work.

There is something in that whole chemistry

of employment that is important. When people have

had this kind of six months, one year, and for

half a lifetime of either no work or even when

know they have a job — let's say we send

over --

MB* MBBilB: Hot a liftimef generations*

THE WIH1SS: That*s rights Then we built in

this* not this leachlike quality, but a fact of

life that they know. It is a fact for them that

they cannot rise above this,

MR. MJCHTEBs Therefore, the structure of

our regulations is forcing this type of society

which we complain about. Even in the Aid to

Dependent Children program does this not in many,

many cases realistically force the absence of a
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man from the hosehold because a woman with s ix or

seven children might be better off f inancially i f

a caseworker absolutely cannot find the head of

that house? Isn't i t f inancially advantageous for

that guy to disappears whereas, shouldn't we have

a set-up which would encourage the man of the house

to be there and s t i l l be able to provide aid for

the children?

THE wmilBS; I think the legislature has

gotten us out of the business in New Jersey

where you have to desert in order to make e l ig ib le

aid to dependent children. I thought I read that

when 1 was off in Vietnam.

MB. LEUCHTEE: I never heard th i s .

THE wroiESS: I shouldn't t es t i fy to this

because i t i s not my direct area* but i t i s one

of mj direct concerns. I think we have forced

desertions • I think the number has been overstated

If i t i s going to be overstated to get the result

of correcting the problem* go ahead and overstate

i t . The fact i s that i s one of the areas where we

need change. It gets back again to the Governor's

point: Wiere are we going to get the money? If

you as a commission wi l l put on an adding machine

the funds we are spending each year in Hew Jersey
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alone, federal, state, county and municipal

government, forgetting all private, eleemosynary,

you will see that a reconsideration of that and

reexpenditure of it in &ore imaginative and effec-

tive ways would not cost you anything. Also you

might cut down on some of us who are part of the

overhead.

MR* UEWERi Are these social workers necessaijy

THE WITNESS: I think the social workers are

absolutely necessary, but very few social worker©

in America are free to practice what they have been

trained to do — rehabilitate people. They are

glorified account clerks. I would rather see a

computer figuring it out. You could throw a

computer any of the knowledge about the kids, the

diseases, the eye problems and have the check.

As to the need, yes, I think they have a role

to play in stimulating the kind of interest at

home where a mother cannot and will not, because

of past practice or inclination, encourage a kid

to stay in school or learn to work. I think a

social worker can do that. It is much too late

for us to go into job counselling with a kid who

has fallen out of ninth or tenth grade if nobody

in the third grade told the kids it is important
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to read and write your language.

CHAIBMAN LILLEY: Mr Jaffe had some addit-

ional questions, and you have been citing how much

Commissioner MeCorkJLe can tell us* We wanttto

leave room for him.

THE WITNESS: I didn't want to get into his

area* but they do overlap.

We have done other studies* Prior to his

tenure as Commissioner we made a study of public

assistants clients, m&n, heads of families, to see

how many of them might be employable. He could

give you some eloquent testimony that changes that.

There are not these large numbers of people sitting

around. There are men on public assistance who

are tubercular and psychiatric problems and not

over two percent of whom we ever found in any

study could hold a job for one week.

MB. GIBBOUS: Mr. Califano gave a good talk

on that six months ago.

By Mr. Jaffei

Q, Commissioner* does your agency have a program

whereby you would mesh the opportunities in private industry

with the particular ^ob things that you would be training

people for?

A Yes. There are several ways that is done. One is





we obviously keep a close tab on the labor market itself,

what are the growth areas. It is a little silly to train

for something that is being automated out of existence• So.

we get a lot of that just from matching the reporting of the

inputs in the work force.

The second part obviously comes from knowing usually

a year and a half to three years in advance where the new

job development is coming through that industrial plant

approval device.

A third is through an advisory commission made up of

labor and industry people who advise the whole manpower

development training mechanism. Kone of those and none of

the others in involved in this work well enough to be sure,

but I think for the time being there is no training of

people for skills that don't exist. One of the requirements

in the federal law is you have to demonstrate Job potential.

In fact, I quarrel with that a bit because before you can

demonstrate that this person can get that job even with

training, you have got so much repair work to do educationall

aotivationally and otherwise before you even get to skill

training.

Q How do you compile your statistics on unemployment

and projected employment in both those areas?

A This is the traditional area of our department,

which is the oldest part, since i860. The department has
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been the repository for all the facts which employers file

with us as to payroll and nature of employment. So we get

it through that kind of reporting. We also get it through

all the observations of the Job orders that come through

to the employment agencies, w&ich are the short skills.

We license the private employment agencies and keep in close

touch with their demand list, and in the case of field

representatives in safety and wage and hour they are

continually spading up new ~

Q Eo you keep that on a monthly basis?

A Pretty much, though it doesn't change month to

month.

Do you also keep it on a city basis?

A

have been paid to keep it by* This is another one of our

problems* While we are a state agency, we operate some of

our fashions on a federal plan.

Q Do you also break it down by groups ~ negro,

Puerto Eican* white?

A We were not allowed to do that hy law until

practically moments ago.

Q I am wondering if we can get from your agency a

picture of the unemployment rate for the last year or the

last two years and, say, the four or five major cities in

Sew Jersey on a month by month basis, and if you could also

Do you also keep it on a city basis?

It is this crazy labor market area basis that we
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give us a breakdown by groups — negro, Puerto Rican, white.

A I can give you a rule of thumb that I think would

be precise enough for the Commission's concern, and I will

apply it to Newark. Hewark as of this month, in terms of

the city now, the labor market area, this wider Essex County

thing, has unemployment by the way the Federal Bureau of

Labor Standards tells us to measure of 4.3 percent. That's

total, everybody,

Q What would be the unemployment in the negro

community in the central ward?

A Let me get to that in two stages. The 4,3 percent

is the area. If you look at the City of Newark, you

Immediately get to 8.3 percent, nearly double.

If you look at the negro unemployment in the City of

Hewark, you almost double it again and you would get to

about fifteen percent. Before you quote me on those

numbers, this has to be estimates, generalizations based

on some particular studies made in particular areas

Q Would you say those figures would also be the

figures in July of 1967* or were they higher or lower?

A They would be about the same. I could give you

the figure for July. Again they would be estimates. They

would not be the same for Plainfield. I gave you Hewark.

Plainfield would be much lower in the labor market area

for the whole county, lower for the city, and then again
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high.

Q If you could get that kind of a breakdown, say,

for the last two years on a month by month basis and in the

major cities in Newark, Hew Jersey, plus Plainfield and

Englewood, it would help*

A I can construct or extrapolate that data from

other ©tuff, but it would be misleading to you to say month

by month we do a head count. I can show you, based on the

trend lines -- I can come up for your purposes to a perfectly

reasonable figure• The federal government would frown on

it. We are not equipped to tell you the answers to those

questions. I answer this because I would hope the

Commission would help us to see to it the ten-year census

we have been doing since 1790 is so obsolete in teras of

what we need. With a computer we ought to take the census,

but we donft have those.

Q The fifteen percent negro figure, would you

consider that h&r^ core or n®n-ha,r& core tmemplopaent?

A It includes some of both5 and maybe to save the

time of Commission I could rmcommrnxd a couple of look-sees

that you might want to look at.

Georgiana Smith, a sociologist at Butgets, completejd

a study of one block in what turned out to be the area of

your immediate concern^ in February of 1966« It might have

been 1965, public assistance, general assistance and got a
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family background, ages, employment history- It is a very

exciting document, an unusual one, and it is only a few

pages. So there is that kind of thing.

We put the first seed money in and the city Joined us,

and it will be available to you — they have the preliminary

data in the mill — a study by lutgers by a different group

where the interviews on this very question were completed

two days before the riots began. This was study in which

the federal government had an Interest in employment and

unemployment in the ghetto area. It has some very startling

things. It explodes some of the myths that even I held

about the kinds of employment patterns that are involved.

Q Has that study been published?

Q It is in the process?

A Yes.

Q What would be the e a s i e s t way of get t ing that?

A Doctor Ghernik, Jack Cheimik of Rutgers in the

Extension Div i s ion , you can get i t throu#i Dean Ernest

McMahoru

One of the things they found was a great missing

number, which turns out to be true in the other c i t i e s of

the country, of young negro men in the 18 to 2k year old

age group not explained by the ir absence in mi l i tary

service or in any other way. There are at l e a s t 50 ma^or
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things like that, flashy suggestions.

Q Does the State Employment Service have offices in

the negro areas?

A Yes. We do have them in and around. This is

another part of the problem* There were those in Washington

who approved placement of offices who felt for a long time

that it would be stigmatizing to put a service in the ©iddle

of a ghetto area and say, 'This is for you.*1 We were

trying to bring them into downtown and have the full

services available to everybody. I still think in the long

run that Is the answer.

Q You don*t think they should be in ghetto areas?

A We have got some, and we have out-station people

working with community agencies, poverty-fight ing groups

and others. I think the physical location of them is no

where near so crucial as what we are able to supply.

Q Could your State B&ploy&ent Service agencies also

do some of the training? Is it possible for you to use

your State aaployment Service agencies to train them?

A You mean to train people not for work with the

state agencies, but for other employers?

Q Yes.

A I think it probably would be preferable if the

State Department of Education could maintain and strengthen

its services in the training itself* I think we can be
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most helpful when we pinpoint need and develop the customers,

find the ones who are ready, but to have somebody else do

the training. 1 would not want to see us, the Is&ployment

Service, get into what ml^it fee for a long time a second-rate

training school• I think myself that neither Education nor

we can do this in large enough niaabers, which is among the

suggestions I would like to leave with this group, that we

buy this from employers who would not be doing i t as they

now do, an on-the-job training basis that you would have to

guarantee would hire, but that you would b© getting paid

and you won't hire; that they will be available to the small

employer of two, three or six who couldnft afford to train

them themselves•

BISHOP BOUQHEBTY: Your reference to education

this has been ®3±ng around in my mind during the

last hour or so, relating i t to the coi&aunlty

college development in the state and again this

matter of intercommunication, because I think the

emphasis right BOW on these emerging community

colleges is on the academic* I think the need is

on vocational education at that level* I thought

this should be part of the record: that there has

to be more communication and coordination of effort

I think the academic people are inclined to get a

heavily academic program and then also to aspire to
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make a four-year liberal arts college of it, and

then we are back to the same sort of problem.

THE WITNESS: As much as we might want to use

them, we need an intermediate step. That kind of

intermediate step is that Kewark Skill Center I

would hope some of you might want to look at that.

It is not my baby so I can brag about it* I think

it has the answer to getting them on the first two

rungs of the ladder* which is literacy and

motivation and appearance* Once they get the high

school equivalency certificate, it doesn't matter

whether they are learning retailing or fixing a

radio or what. They can go to the community colleg

with some help and support from the inteimediate

school and make a gp of it better than trying to do

what I know the two-year college people I have

talked to have said, that they don't want to

water down their questions.

By Mr. Jaffe:

Q Does the State Employment Service agency have

people going out into the community with lists of jobs and

trying to bring the people into the employment agency, or

is it basically the fact that these people come looking for

a job? Bo you let them know what is available?

A For the last year or so, using some funds from the
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Office of Econoinic Opportunity, we have hired some really

unemployable people from those areas ourselves and used

them as pied pipers who go out and say, "Hey, there is this

agency that can help/' My problem is not reaching the

people. I have read that in the Hew York Times, and how

are we going to reach the people? Our problem is having

reached the, we let them down by having nothing to offer.

If I went in there and reached them^ they would be rioting

against me,

<4 What is the role of the private employment agency

in the state generally? Do you find that private employment

agencies generally have a great number of listings, greater

than you have? Is there an interchange between the listing

of the state and the private agencies?

A Hot an interchange* We often have the same Job

listed. I have two separate hats. I license and regulate

and help to upgrade, hopefully, and preside over some

ethical questions in the private sphere, and operate the

others. I get siostly guesstimates as to how many they

cover. We need both in Hew Jersey and both need to be

strengthened.

When you raised the question first, I thought you were

going to step on another sore toe problem, and that is for

a long time, though not now, the private employment agency

in Hew Jersey and in the United States generally acted as
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the screener and the discriminator against the people they

were trying to help. I got in great trouble some time ago

in cooperation lith the Division on Civil Bights whose

PR was less than deft* I pointed out that there was a lot

of coding of individuals in the private agencies and

prejudicial referrals being made. I say that has been

stopped* There will always be some* There can be some in

the public agency for this reasons If a private employer

consistently refuses to hire a Puerto Bican or a negro$ the

employment interviewer is trying to get a record for

placements and often psychologically stops referring

because he feels he Is going to lose a customer*

Q Wouldn't the way out of that be a requirement that

industry had to list its opportunities not only with private

agencies but with the state agency and give both employment

agencies an opportunity to fill them?

A This may shock you^ but I would hate to see us get

to that step.

Q Why?

A Because I would rather see us solve the problem

in the private agencies and private employers rather than

get i t to this point. We have a very difficult situation in

this country. I think we tend to take this whole problem*

social problem, and say* "Let the government do i t . n 1

think in terms of this retail tMng we are never going to
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